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Saint-Gobain Marine Applications
Saint-Gobain Marine Applications offers construction solutions that enable
lighter and more efficient ships and platforms to be constructed, reduce
energy consumption, increase security and fire safety and improve the
comfort of crew and passengers.

Improve quality of life
Since 1665, Saint-Gobain has consistently demonstrated its

often in partnership with the most prestigious universities

one of the top 100 industrial groups in the world, Saint-

innovation, 20% of Saint-Gobain products did not exist five

ability to invent products that improve quality of life. As
Gobain continues to deploy its technological know-how,

LESS Weight
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and laboratories. To give an idea of our commitment to
years ago.

MORE Safety

MORE Comfort

LESS Weight

LESS Energy

High performance insulation that has 40%

Glass with solar control coating which

mineral wools.

Glass that is 40% lighter in weight.

weight saving compared to traditional

40% lighter Floating floor systems that are
cement based and pumpable.

MORE Safety

Fire resistant glass in B, A and H

MORE Comfort

Sound protection and thermal insulation with

contribute to HVAC savings up to 25%.

classification.

our flooring, glass, panels and high

Efficient operations onboard with smart

Security applications: multiple functions in

Plywood, MDF and chipboards, designed for

solutions for control and feedback of valves
and actuators.

glass, bullet resistance, explosion resistant,
radar blocking etc.

performance insulation.

marine interior environments certified to MED.

This is just a selection of our innovative solutions. For example: Saint-Gobain offers 600 different solutions in glass.
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mission
Our mission is to enable lighter and more efficient ships

Right from the initial stages of a project, Saint-Gobain

consumption, increase security and fire safety and

authorities with a wide selection of innovative products

and platforms to be constructed, reduce energy
improve the comfort of crew and passengers.

Supplier of light weight Techical
Insulation to meet the unique
and demanding requirements
of the marine and offshore
industry.

provides architects, designers, owners and administrative
and services for the construction or renovation of ships
and oil & gas installations.

Functional, durable, pumpable
and self-leveling floors specified for ships and oil platforms.

Contact
Supplying steel pipes, pipe
components and industrial
valves, actuators and monitoring systems. For the shipbuilding
and offshore industry.

Vetrotech Saint-Gobain Kinon
is the ‘one stop shop’ for all
innovative and high quality
Marine and Offshore Glass
products.

Head Office

Jülicher Straße 495
52070 Aachen
Germany

T +49(0)241 966 74 00

Email: marine@saint-gobain.com
www.saint-gobain-marine.com
Supplier and distributor of
innovative panels for interior
finishing and furniture onboard ships and offshore
accommodations.

Expert in wall and ceiling
systems and interior finishing,
based on gypsum boards.
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Specialist in high performance
Navy security glass. Offers a
wide range for military applications.
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